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Th e Gol den Hustl a
By Wahida Clark

Little, Brown & Company. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Golden Hustla, Wahida
Clark, Only New York Times bestselling author Wahida Clark could take street lit to the next level in
this incendiary tale of a hustler facing a game more lethal than any 'hood . . She's the star sales
associate of a profitable Atlanta "advertising" firm, WMM. She lives for top-of-the-line everything
.and making enough money to finally reunite with her children. But Nina Coles is an ex-hood-rat in
hiding. And no amount of paper can keep her safe from a ruthless FBI agent who's determined to
take down the shady company she works for. Now Nina's vicious, greedy boss Rinaldo is defying the
feds and endangering everyone to rack up several last scores. Her conniving ex-partner Akil is
playing Nina against WMM and the mob to get his hands on the company's multimillion-dollar
stash. And sexy undercover cop Rick is proving to be one danger Nina can't figure out-or get
enough of. Between betrayal, lies, and murder, Nina must risk everything on one last deadly hustle
that almost guarantees winner lose all .
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Reviews
An exceptional ebook along with the typeface employed was intriguing to see. It really is simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent of the ebook. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B r ia n Miller
It in a single of the best pdf. Of course, it can be enjoy, still an amazing and interesting literature. I discovered this publication from my i and dad
encouraged this pdf to learn.
-- B a r on Steuber
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